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an investor-centric
approach
n o n tr a d i t i o n a l i n d ex i n g evo lv es
The practice of contemporary investment management builds on a foundation of
economic theory and empirical research. It evolves via advances in the science of investing
and, like any scientific area, its development is cumulative and progressive. Innovation
in investment processes and product development derives from years of research
and experimentation.
In the last half century, the science of investing has developed rapidly. Consider:
●● The pioneering work of Harry Markowitz on modern portfolio theory;
●● William Sharpe’s advances on the Capital Asset Pricing Model;
●● The three-factor risk model of Eugene Fama and Kenneth French with their
inclusion of size and value factors;
●● Mark Carhart’s extension to a four-factor model adding momentum as a
compensated risk factor.
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Terms such as beta and
alpha cannot be reduced
to marketing conventions.

These and other innovations in economic theory have helped shape the practice of investment
management. This rich history also has established a sound lexicon that undergirds the practice
of investment management. The language of investing is important. The effective communication
of economic theory and investment principles that inform our business best serves investors.
Terms such as beta and alpha cannot be reduced to marketing conventions. Rather, they must
connote clear investment concepts. Entrusted with the fiduciary responsibility of managing
investor assets prudently, practitioners must employ discipline in both our promotion and practice
of investment management.
Enduring Principles

These considerations are especially timely as the use of exchange traded funds, or ETFs, grows
in popularity. Over the past two decades, three waves of product innovation have shaped the ETF
industry. The first stage focused almost exclusively on broad-based equity benchmark indexes
such as the S&P 500, MSCI Canada and Russell 2000. ETFs were primarily used by institutional
investors for interim exposure. The second stage witnessed the expansion to a variety of asset
classes, including fixed income, commodities and real estate, which helped democratize access
to this array. Financial advisors and individual investors embraced ETFs in increasing numbers.
The current leg reflects investor demand for distinctive investment strategies, with particular
interest in nontraditional index strategies.
Nontraditional, or alternatively weighted, index strategies adopt a variety of nomenclature.
They include such terms as fundamentally weighted, factor weighted, strategic beta and smart beta.
While investor demand for nontraditional index strategies is firmly established and grows, the
risk emerges that the lexicon has become undisciplined. Moreover, this raises concerns about the
soundness of practice.
As a provider of distinctive ETF products and a driver of the third leg of innovation, we pursue
a clear exposition of our approach known as flexible indexing. Our approach produces ETFs that
are actively designed yet passively managed. We seek to articulate the established investment
concepts and sound investment principles that inform our unique approach to delivering ETF
products and solutions. While our practices evolve, our principles endure.

Traditional
Index
Management

Flexible
Indexing

Traditional
Active
Management
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KEEP IT SIMPLE

Flexible indexing
spans the entire process
from concept through index
construction and product
design and development.

Flexible
Indexing
Process

Our FlexShares’ philosophy centers on the investor. While that seems very basic, it is essential.
Investors possess real goals and we start with them because that’s what matters. We translate
the goals into four fundamental investing objectives: growing assets, managing risk, generating
income and providing liquidity. We also understand that investment goals span different time
horizons and deliberately focus on the needs of long-term investors.
Development of each new FlexShares fund begins by considering the investor objectives we
seek to address. While our investment strategies are expressed ultimately in our distinctive fund
products, the path to discovery is important. After carefully considering the desired objectives, we
formulate the investment strategy. Employing empirical analysis, we assess whether the strategy
produces persistent results. Next we engage an index provider to collaborate on designing an
index based on the strategy. A successful product-development process produces a FlexShares
fund managed against the subject index.
Flexible indexing spans the entire process from concept through index construction and
product design and development. This hands-on approach delivers a distinctive aspect of our
value proposition to investors. The result: thoughtfully conceived exchange traded funds easily
understood by investors. Our empirically driven process emphasizes risk-adjusted returns building
upon the fundamental risk concepts of beta and alpha.
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E M P IRIC A L A N A L Y S I S
ABCs

Beta is a measure of volatility and a proxy for systematic or market risk. In the Capital Asset Pricing
Model (CAPM), all equity returns link directly to the market and, thus, are largely explained
by beta. It’s increasingly common for investors to associate beta with index investing, yet the two
terms are not synonymous. In fact, an index-based methodology can capture multiple risk factors.
This is an important aspect of our flexible indexing approach.
The evolution of economic theory has identified other likely drivers of equity returns such
as size, value, momentum and quality. Empirical evidence that suggests these independent factors
are drivers of equity return matches our investment philosophy. This important consideration
informs the view of other concepts such as alpha and, moreover, influences investment philosophy
and approach.
Now, let’s also consider alpha. Alpha measures idiosyncratic risk. Simply stated, it is the difference
between a portfolio’s expected return and its actual return. The expected return is relative both to
the benchmark used and the model employed, such as the CAPM. Alpha is viewed as a proxy for
“excess return” beyond exposure to systematic risk.
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Three Failings
that Result from
Investor Biases
1

2

3

Failure to prudently
mitigate concentrated
risk exposure.
Failure to get
appropriately
compensated for
specific risks.
Failure to adequately
account for explicit
and implicit costs.

If we simply view alpha as excess return relative to a model such as the CAPM, then it
reflects both targeted exposure to risk-based factors (size, value, momentum, quality) and the
skill a portfolio manager employs through portfolio construction, security selection or even market
timing. Conversely, if you use an expanded model such as the Carhart model, alpha is defined
more acutely as the skill or value the manager adds.
For the purposes of this article, I refer to excess return in the broader sense that encompasses
exposure to compensated risk factors such as size, value, momentum, and in our case, quality.
In practice, an investor may encounter both aforementioned definitions. So, it is important to
understand the benchmark and the model employed when considering an assessment of alpha.
123s

Now we must move from the ABCs to the 123s. For investors, the real-world application of
these concepts boils down to the net returns their portfolio produces. To maximize risk-adjusted
returns, investors must be wary of the three Cs – concentration, compensation and costs. With careful
attention to these elements, risk-adjusted returns can add up favorably. An essential aspect of our
flexible investing approach involves guarding against our own biases and those of investors broadly.
We perceive three consistent biases among investors that may lead to less-optimal portfolios.
With the first, they often concentrate their risk exposure. In this context, we don’t want to confuse
the exposure to risk factors – such as size, low relative valuation or price momentum – with active
portfolio management. The latter considers manager skill, as previously described. The concentration
of risk exposure often results from employing a core-and-satellite approach.
With the core of the portfolio, the investor engages a passively managed approach that tracks
a legacy benchmark index. With the satellites, the rest of the portfolio, the investor takes risk
through alternative investments and concentrates risk exposure in these satellites. Our flexible
indexing approach involves the design and use of nontraditional index strategies. These strategies
systematically provide exposure to compensated risk factors or target specific investment outcomes
such as managing duration volatility in a portfolio. The strategies apply to the core and satellite
components of the portfolio and offset the bias toward concentrated risk exposure.
The second bias also relates to risk management. Investors often fail to get compensated
appropriately for the risk they assume. Our approach identifies two categories of risk:
●● Specific risks such as equity, credit, currency and interest rate are areas in which we aim to
ensure investors are compensated appropriately in the form of risk-adjusted return.
●● Composite risks such as inflation or tail risk are more difficult to predict and manage. In turn,
we strive to mitigate or hedge these portfolio risks. By developing products that explicitly
incorporate this risk-management framework, we endeavor to offer better portfolio solutions.
The third bias involves an inadequate assessment of costs. Investors often focus on certain explicit
costs such as management fees and transaction costs. Conversely, there is limited consideration
of the impact of costs such as cash drag, taxation or opportunity cost relative to the underlying
investment strategy. Most managers fail to exceed benchmark returns due in large part to associated
costs, so it is imperative to employ strategies that are cost-efficient. The flexible indexing approach
considers implicit and explicit costs throughout the development process. An essential component of
our value proposition lies in the careful consideration of total cost of ownership in the development
of each fund.
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It’s all about our focus:
Ours pays very clear
attention to the investor
and his or her objectives,
and also on how to
approach risk, viewed
by specific and
composite risks.

Addressing these three prevalent biases underscores several core benefits of our flexible indexing
approach. We aim chiefly to help investors manage risk and provide more efficient portfolio
solutions. Our philosophy doesn’t confuse the “what” with the “how.” Our approach uses indexbased strategies in a variety of targeted portfolio applications, not simply to capture the return of
a market segment associated with beta but, systematically, to provide targeted risk exposures that
enhance risk-adjusted returns. Both the process and our products are different by design.
THE LAST WORD

We envision continued growth for nontraditional indexing strategies. We engineer our products
in a disciplined manner to meet real-world investor needs. This lets us tackle our fiduciary
responsibility of delivering cost-effective fund products. We think about the costs and consider
the value the investor obtains from them. This approach doesn’t necessarily imply registering the
lowest explicit costs. Instead, it reflects looking at after-cost returns vs. comparable strategies.
Flexible indexing takes a fresh approach to delivering investment outcomes. We start with
fundamental objectives translated into persistent investment strategies rather than with an existing
benchmark. It’s all about our focus: Ours pays very clear attention to the investor and his or
her objectives, and also on how to approach risk, viewed by specific and composite risks.
And, yes, lexicon matters. The investment concepts highlighted reflect an important fabric of
the history and practice of investment management. When used deliberately, they enable investors
to properly understand our process and our products. We believe we must be disciplined and
transparent about our industry’s language. This is innovation today. It’s also the validation
that asset management is an intellectual pursuit, one we’re always trying to improve.
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Our Flexible Indexing Approach: 7 Tenets
1

Focus on the fundamental investor
objectives of growing assets, managing
risk, generating income and providing
liquidity to guide product development.

2

Employ empirical research and analysis
in an effort to develop a distinctive
investment strategy that produces a
persistent, measurable outcome.

3

Evaluate the investment strategy in a
portfolio context to ascertain how it
contributes to portfolio risk and return
and to address common investor biases.

4

Consider the explicit and implicit costs of
the investment strategy, emphasizing total
cost of ownership.

5

Translate the investment strategy into a
rules-based methodology expressed in
an investable index. It is important not
to confuse the what (strategy) with the
how (execution).

6

Select the appropriate product structure
to deliver the index-managed strategy.

7 Monitor and measure the long-term

performance of the product vs. clearly
articulated investment objectives.

1-855-FLEXETF (1-855-353-9383)
An investment in FlexShares is subject to investment risk, including the possible loss of
principal. Funds’ returns may not match the returns of their respective Indexes. The Funds may
invest in emerging and foreign markets, derivatives and concentrated sectors. In addition,
the Funds may be subject to asset class, small cap stock, value investing, non-diversification,
fluctuation of yield, income, interest rate/maturity, currency, passive investment, inflation
protected security, market and manager risks. For a complete description of risks associated
with each Fund please refer to the prospectus.
Before investing carefully consider the FlexShares investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses. This and other information is in the prospectus, a copy of which may be obtained by
visiting www.flexshares.com. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest. FlexShares ETFs are
distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC.
Traditional Index Management: A methodology wherein a rules‐based investment strategy is
implemented, which tracks the performance of an index. The intent is to provide exposure to
a defined market, which may be identified by security type, asset class, sector, geography, etc.
Market capitalization-weighted indexes are typically tracked to achieve the investment objective.
Traditional Active Management: A methodology wherein an active investment strategy is
implemented to produce positive risk-adjusted returns relative to a prescribed benchmark or
index. Judgment or discretionary decisions regarding asset allocation, security selection, risk
weighting and other factors are typically relied upon to achieve investment objectives.
Flexible Indexing: A methodology wherein a rules‐based investment strategy is implemented to
achieve defined investment outcomes including growing assets, managing risk, generating income
and providing liquidity. Fundamental or risk factors generally serve as the basis for the reference
indexes tracked to achieve investment outcomes.
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